
CSP Academy 
One Step Punching Techniques 

 
1. Opponent Steps with Right Foot and Feeds a Right Center Punch to the 

Face 
a. Yellow to Purple Belt 

i. Counter Punch #2 
1. Left parry as step back with right foot OR step forward 

with left foot and reverse punch to the solar plexus and 
Kiap 

b. Purple to Orange Belt 
i. Left Chop to the Bridge of the Nose 

ii. Left arm clears the opponent’s arm out of the way as right 
palm strike to the chin 

iii. Pull opponents head down with right hand as right knee strike 
iv. Left downward elbow and Kiap 

c. Orange to 8th Gup Blue Belt 
i. Left under as Puder Kepala 

ii. Front kick to the face and Kiap 
d. 8th Gup Blue to 7th Gup Blue Belt 

i. Keep an opposing grip on the opponent’s arm and move 
around there head to pull them to their stomach 

ii. Left shin across lower back as place arm into rear armlock 
iii. Scoop opponent’s left arm into a rear armlock 
iv. Pull head back and strike and Kiap 

2. Opponent Steps with Left Foot and Feeds a Left Center Punch to the 
Face 
a. Yellow to Purple Belt 

i. Basic Movement on the Cross – Right 
1. Step to the right as left side kick to opponent’s left 

knee 
b. Purple to Orange Belt 

i. Right turning back kick 
ii. Left round kick 

iii. Right round kick to the calf 
iv. Left elbow to the face 
v. Right kidney punch and Kiap 

c. Orange to 8th Gup Blue Belt 
i. Bulldog takedown to put opponent on stomach 

ii. Strike base of skull and Kiap 
d. 8th Gup to 7th Gup Blue Belt 

i. Scoop arms into Surfboard Hold 
ii. Inverted cop to neck and Kiap 



3. Opponents Steps with Right Foot and Feeds a Left Hand Reverse Punch 
(Cross) 
a. Yellow to Purple Belt 

i. Low Punch 
1. Slip to left as right cross to bladder and Kiap 

b. Purple to Orange Belt 
i. Left rising elbow strike 

ii. Grab opponent’s neck with one OR both hand and pull to 
headbutt 

iii. Shove opponent up and back as step and left turning heel kick 
and Kiap 

c. Orange to 8th Gup Blue Belt 
i. Step into Harimau Takedown on opponent’s left leg 

ii. Groin kick while on the ground and Kiap 
d. 8th Gup to 7th Gup Blue Belt 

i. Harimau Roll to figure four pin 
4. Opponent Steps with Left Foot and Feeds a Right Hand Reverse Punch 

(Cross) 
a. Yellow to Purple Belt 

i. Basic Movement on the Cross – Left 
1. Move to the left as left hook punch over opponent’s 

right shoulder and Kiap 
b. Purple to Orange Belt 

i. Right uppercut palm to chin 
ii. Left ridgehand to neck 

iii. Right vertical punch to solar plexus 
iv. Right groin slap and Kiap 

c. Orange to 8th Gup Blue Belt 
i. Right side body drop throw 

ii. Drop to street mount 
iii. Palm strike to face and Kiap 

d. 8th Gup to 7th Gup Blue Belt 
i. Lever armbar 

 
 
 
Video explanation of these training techniques can be found here: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90V8ZC5LQGc 
 


